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Abstract
Traditionally, powerdomains have been used to provide models for various forms of
nondeterminism in semantics. We establish a similar analogy between zero nding
methods in numerical analysis and powerdomains: Dierent powerdomain construc-
tions correspond to dierent types of behavior exhibited by numerical methods for
zero nding. By combining this observation with the basic quantitative paradigm
provided by measurement, a simple and uniform method for analyzing zero nding
algorithms is obtained.
1 Introduction
By a powerdomain, generally speaking, we understand a domain P(D) of sub-
sets of some smaller domain D. They have been used to describe a variety of
phenomena in computation ([3][4][9][10]). In particular, their use in providing
models for various forms of nondeterminism in semantics is well-known: Dif-
ferent powerdomain constructions capture dierent forms of nondeterminism.
In this paper, we establish a similar analogy between zero nding methods
in numerical analysis and powerdomains: Dierent powerdomain construc-
tions correspond to dierent types of behavior exhibited by numerical methods
for zero nding. One point methods can be modelled on the lower and upper
powerdomains P
L
[0; 1] and P
U
[0; 1], multi-point or interpolation methods on
the convex powerdomain P
C
[0; 1], and bracketing methods on the powerdo-
main P
I
[0; 1], a relatively unknown construction that when applied to [0,1]
yields the well-known interval domain I[0,1].
Given a numerical method which attempts to calculate a zero of a real map
f : [0; 1] ! R, we rst choose a powerdomain P[0; 1] over the unit interval
with a measurement  that captures the manner in which it manipulates
information. The method itself is then modelled by a partial splitting s
f
on
P[0; 1] so that a one to one correspondence between xed points of s
f
and
zeroes of f is established. Showing that the method works then amounts to
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establishing that
F
s
n
f
(x) is a xed point of s
f
: This is done, not with the xed
point theorem of classical domain theory, but with a more general result, that
only requires us to verify hypotheses about Æs
f
, themeasure of s
f
, as opposed
to s
f
itself. The rate of convergence of the method s
f
in calculating a xed
point r is then determined by calculating ds

(r) { the informatic derivative of
s
f
at r with respect to :
The uniformity of approach that this idea oers one in studying numerical
methods is highlighted in particular by a model of the secant method on the
convex powerdomain P
C
[0; 1]: We are able to understand it as the extension
of a reversible formulation of Newton's method from the set of total reals to
the set of all partial real numbers. This conceptual beauty has the potential
to lead to the development of many new methods for zero nding.
2 Domain theory
Let (P;v) be a partially ordered set or poset [1]. A nonempty subset S  P
is directed if (8x; y 2 S)(9z 2 S) x; y v z. The supremum
F
S of S  P is
the least of its upper bounds when it exists. A dcpo is a poset in which every
directed set has a supremum.
For elements x; y of a dcpo D, we write x y i for every directed subset
S with y v
F
S, we have x v s, for some s 2 S.
Denition 2.1 Let (D;v) be a dcpo. We set

#
#x := fy 2 D : y  xg and
"
"x := fy 2 D : x yg
 #x := fy 2 D : y v xg and "x := fy 2 D : x v yg
and say D is continuous if
#
#x is directed with supremum x for each x 2 D: A
domain is a continuous dcpo.
The Scott topology on a domain D has as a basis all sets of the form
"
"x
for x 2 D: A function f : D ! E between domains is Scott continuous if it
reects Scott open sets. This is equivalent to saying that f is monotone,
(8x; y 2 D) x v y ) f(x) v f(y);
and that it preserves directed suprema:
f(
G
S) =
G
f(S);
for all directed S  D. In this paper, we call such maps continuous.
Denition 2.2 A domain is compact if it is Scott compact and the intersec-
tion of any two Scott compact upper sets is Scott compact.
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3 Measurement
3.1 The measuring of sets in domains
The study of measurement begins with the consideration of the "-approximations
around a point x,

"
(x) := fy 2 D : y v x & " yg;
where  : D! E is a continuous map between domains.
Denition 3.1 A continuous map  : D ! E between domains is said to
measure the set X  D if for all x 2 X and all Scott open sets x 2 U  D,
we have x 2 
"
(x)  U , for some " x: We sometimes write ! 
X
:
In [5], ! 
X
is expressed as \ induces the Scott topology near X," but
we prefer to reserve this terminology mostly for topological discussions. One
of the fundamental properties of measurements is strict monotonicity:
Proposition 3.2 (Martin [5]) If  : D ! E measures X  D, then for all
x 2 D and y 2 X, we have x v y and x = y) x = y:
The case E = [0;1)

, the nonnegative reals in their opposite order, war-
rants special attention.
Denition 3.3 A measurement is a continuous map  : D ! [0;1)

that
measures ker  = fx 2 D : x = 0g:
By Prop. 3.2, note that ker   max(D) = fx 2 D :"x = fxgg. That is,
an element with no uncertainty is maximal in the information order.
3.2 Fixed point theory
Denition 3.4 A splitting on a poset P is a selfmap s : P ! P with x v s(x)
for all x 2 P . Its set of xed points is x(s) = fx 2 P : s(x) = xg:
By a partial splitting on a dcpo D we mean a partial map s : D * D
whose domain dom(s) is closed under suprema of increasing sequences and
whose restriction sj
dom(s)
is a splitting on the poset dom(s): In particular, s
takes dom(s) back into dom(s):
Theorem 3.5 Let D be a domain with a measurement ! 
D
and s : D !
D be a partial splitting. If for every increasing sequence (x
n
) in dom(s) we
have
s(
G
x
n
) = lim
n!1
s(x
n
);
then
G
n0
s
n
(x) 2 x(s);
for every x 2 dom(s). In addition, x(s) = dom(s) \max(D) i s(x) < x
for all x 2 dom(s) with x > 0.
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Proof. Let x 2 dom(s): The sequence x
n
= s
n
(x) is increasing and belongs
to dom(s): Because s is a splitting,
F
x
n
v s(
F
x
n
:) But these two have the
same measure. By strict monotonicity of  in Prop 3.2, they are equal. The
other remark is new, obvious, but worth pointing out. 2
This is a slight improvement of a xed point theorem essentially from [6].
The result in [6] requires that the measure of s be Scott continuous. We have
eliminated this above: There is no need to check that  Æ s is monotone.
Restricting a continuous map f : D ! D to I(f) = fx 2 D : x v f(x)g
yields a splitting with continuous measure f :=  Æ f . In the presence of a
measurement, Theorem 3.5 is a signicant extension of the usual xed point
theorem. In fact, because of its weaker hypotheses, this theorem can be easier
to apply even in the case of a Scott continuous mapping.
3.3 The informatic derivative
All ways of measuring a domain appeal fundamentally to the  topology.
Denition 3.6 The  topology on a continuous dcpo D has as a basis all sets
of the form
"
"x \ #y, for x; y 2 D: It is denoted 
D
:
A sequence (x
n
) converges to x in the  topology i it converges to x in
the Scott topology and (9n) x
k
v x; for all k  n: In this case, the largest
tail of (x
n
) bounded by x has x as its supremum { even though (x
n
) may
not be directed. In a phrase,  limits are the Scott limits with computational
signicance.
Theorem 3.7 (Martin [5]) A Scott continuous map  : D ! E measures
the domain D i its set of "-approximations f
"
(x) : x 2 D & " 2 Eg forms
a basis for the  topology on D.
This also turns out to be the topology one needs to dene rates of change
on a domain as well. The startling nature of this is heightened by the fact
that the  topology is always zero-dimensional and Hausdor. In the next
denition, all topological statements are with respect to the  topology.
Denition 3.8 LetD be a domain with a map  : D ! [0;1)

that measures
X  D: If f : D! D is a partial map and p 2 X \ dom(f) is not an isolated
point of dom(f), then
df

(p) := lim
x!p
f(x)  f(p)
x  p
is called the informatic derivative of f at p with respect to , provided that
it exists.
If the limit above exists, then it is unique, since the  topology is Hausdor,
and we are taking a limit at a point that is not isolated. Notice the importance
of strict monotonicity of : Without it, we could not dene the derivative at
all.
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In this paper we are only interested in taking the derivatives of partial
splittings at xed points with measure zero. For the more general case, see
the seventh chapter of [5].
Lemma 3.9 Let s : D! D be a partial splitting on a domain D with a map
 that measures D. If p = s(p) is a xed point with p = 0, then
0  lim
n!1
s
n+1
(x)
s
n
(x)
= ds

(p)  1;
anytime p =
F
s
n
(x) and ds

(p) exists.
Thus, ds

(p) measures the rate at which the iterates s
n
(x) converge to
p. All other things being equal, we can say the following: The smaller that
ds

(p) is, the faster the iterates s
n
(x) converge to p, the better the algorithm
represented by s.
4 The powerdomains P
L
[0; 1] and P
U
[0; 1]
Denition 4.1 The lower powerdomain P
L
(D) of a domain D is the set of
nonempty Scott closed sets ordered by inclusion.
Denition 4.2 The upper powerdomain P
U
(D) of a domain D is the set of
nonempty Scott compact upper sets ordered by reverse inclusion.
Example 4.3 Let D = [0; 1] be the unit interval in its usual order. Then
P
L
(D) = f[0; b] : b 2 [0; 1]g & [0; x] v [0; y], x  y
P
U
(D) = f[a; 1] : a 2 [0; 1]g & [x; 1] v [y; 1], x  y:
We measure P
L
[0; 1] by 
 
[0; b] = 1  b and P
U
[0; 1] by 
+
[b; 1] = 1  b.
The next denition is one we will make use of often in studying zero nding
methods.
Denition 4.4 A map f : [a; b] ! R is called concave increasing if f
0
> 0
and f
00
 0 on [a; b]:
If f is concave increasing with f(a) < 0 and f(b) > 0, then it has a unique
zero r 2 (a; b). While we know that r exists as a matter of theory, we do
not know its actual value: The entire point of a zero nding algorithm is to
discover the actual value of r. We use these facts implicitly and often.
Example 4.5 Let f be concave increasing on [a; b] with f(a) < 0 and f(b) >
0. Given a bound K > 0 on f
0
, consider s
f
: P
U
[a; r]! P
U
[a; r] given by
s
f
[x; r] = [x  f(x)=K; r]:
The assumptions on f ensure that this is a splitting whose measure preserves
limits. By Theorem 3.5,
G
n0
s
n
f
[x; r] 2 x(s
f
) = f[r]g;
5
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so s
f
is an iterative method for calculating r. Its rate of convergence is
d(s
f
)

[r] = lim
x![r]
s
f
(x)
x
= lim
t!r
r   (t  f(t)=K)
r   t
= 1 
f
0
(r)
K
;
where the element x 2 P
U
[a; r] is written as x = [t; r]:
Thus, we can see that one point methods for concave increasing maps
are naturally modeled as splittings on P
U
[a; r] ' P
L
[a; r]. Dually, one point
methods for convex increasing maps are modelled with P
U
[r; b]

' P
L
[r; b]

.
5 The powerdomain P
C
[0; 1]
Denition 5.1 A lens in a continuous dcpo D is a nonempty compact set
L  D such that L ="L \ Cl

(L):
Let P
C
(D) denote the set of lenses over a compact domain D. Because
the domain D is compact, there is a simple way to take a lens to a closed set
p
 
: P
C
(D)! P
L
(D) :: x 7!#x;
and in general we can always take a lens to a compact set
p
+
: P
C
(D)! P
U
(D) :: x 7!"x;
since lenses themselves are Scott compact. This leads to the convex powerdo-
main.
Denition 5.2 The convex powerdomain P
C
(D) of a compact domain D is
the set of nonempty lenses in D ordered by the Egli-Milner order
L v K , p
+
(L) v p
+
(K) and p
 
(L) v p
 
(K)
for all L;K 2 P
C
(D):
We have restricted ourselves to compact domains so that a presentation
of the convex powerdomain in terms of lenses was possible. The more general
case of P
C
(D) for an arbitrary domain D awaits the reader in [1].
5.1 Measurements on P
C
(D)
Our rst question naturally is how to measure P
C
(D): We give an answer
that meets our present concerns. For another, including an analysis of fractals
based on measuring P
C
(D), see the sixth chapter of [5].
Lemma 5.3 A continuous order reecting map  : D ! E measures D.
Lemma 5.4 Let D and E denote domains. If 
+
: D ! [0;1)

measures
X  D and 
 
: E ! [0;1)

measures Y  E, then
(x; y) = 
+
(x) + 
 
(y)
measures X  Y:
6
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The key to measuring the convex powerdomain presently is the observation
that the order on P
C
(D) is dened by a measurement into the product P
L
(D)
P
U
(D) in the form of a continuous order reecting map.
Theorem 5.5 Let D be a compact domain. If 
+
: P
U
(D) ! [0;1)

mea-
sures P
U
(D) and 
 
: P
L
(D)! [0;1)

measures P
L
(D), then
 : P
C
(D)! [0;1)

x 7! 
+
("x) + 
 
(#x)
measures P
C
(D):
Proof. The map p : P
C
(D) ! P
L
(D)  P
U
(D) given by px = (#x; "x) is
continuous and order reecting, so it measures P
C
(D). But P
L
(D) P
U
(D)
is a product of domains, so we can measure it by adding the measurements
on its factors, as in  : P
L
(D) P
U
(D)! [0;1)

:: (x; y) 7! 
+
(x) + 
 
(y):
Then the composition  =  Æ p measures P
C
(D): 2
Example 5.6 Let D = [0; 1] be the unit interval in its usual order. Then
P
C
(D) = f[a; b] : a; b 2 [0; 1] & a  bg
and its order is given by
[a; b] v [x; y], a  x & b  y:
We can measure this object by adding the measurements on (P
L
[0; 1]; 
 
) and
(P
U
[0; 1]; 
+
) as follows:
[a; b] = 
+
[a; 1] + 
 
[0; b] = (1  a) + (1  b):
Note that ker = max(P
C
(D)) = f[1]g:
What comes as a pleasant surprise is that the measurement derived on
P
C
[0; 1], which is natural in the theoretical sense, is also computationally
meaningful.
5.2 One point methods
Because the convex powerdomain contains the upper and lower powerdomains,
it can model any process that either of the other two can. However, in the
specic case of P
C
[0; 1], there is an especially nice way of doing so.
We exploit the fact that P
L
[0; 1] ' [0; 1] ' P
U
[0; 1] and that this domain
in turn is f[x] : x 2 [0; 1]g  P
C
[0; 1]: This subset we name the total reals and
for this reason we refer to the elements of P
C
[0; 1] as partial reals.
Example 5.7 Let f be concave increasing on [a; b] with f(a) < 0 and f(b) >
0: Then consider the partial map I
f
: P
C
[a; r]! P
C
[a; r] given by
[x] 7! [x  f(x)=f
0
(x)];
which is dened only on the subset of total reals. By Theorem 3.5,
G
n0
I
n
f
[x] 2 x(I
f
) = f[r]g;
7
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and so Newton's method converges for any initial guess x 2 dom(I
f
). Its rate
of convergence is
d(I
f
)

[r] = lim
x![r]
I
f
(x)
x
=
2
2
 lim
t!r
r   (t  f(t)=f
0
(t))
(r   t)
= 0;
where again we have written x = [t]:
One of the standard reasons for avoiding Newton's method is that it re-
quires the calculation of a derivative. A common method for overcoming this
diÆculty is to approximate the derivative by calculating a dierence quotient
using two values which simultaneously also serve to approximate the zero r.
The most famous of the interpolation methods, as they are called, is probably
the secant method.
5.3 An analysis of the secant method
One point methods are nothing more than iterating a function on the real
line. Thus, domain theory is not necessary for describing them, as evidenced
by the isomorphisms [0; 1] ' P
L
[0; 1] and [0; 1] ' P
U
[0; 1]:
However, with multi-point or interpolation methods, i.e., those which use
more than one point to determine the next approximation in an iterative
scheme, we arrive at our rst example where pursuit of the uniformity ideal
mandates a domain theoretic approach.
Example 5.8 The secant method. If we have a real valued function f , the
following scheme is very useful for zero nding: Choose two initial guesses x
0
and x
1
and then proceed inductively according to
x
n+1
= x
n
  f(x
n
) 
x
n
  x
n 1
f(x
n
)  f(x
n 1
)
for n  1. The hope is that this sequence converges to a zero of f .
At each iteration of this algorithm, instead of one value, as with Newton's
method, there are two values to be used in calculating the next approximation.
We visualize it as a sequence of intervals:
[x
0
; x
1
]! [x
1
; x
2
]! [x
2
; x
3
]!   
The arrow indicates that we are moving up in the information order. These
intervals are almost never nested. Happily, though, they often form an in-
creasing sequence in the domain P
C
[a; b] of partial reals.
If we have a function f , its derivative df [x] = f
0
(x) can be extended from
the total reals to the set of all partial reals P
C
[a; b] by
df [x; y] =
f(y)  f(x)
y   x
if y > x.
And just like that, we can model the secant method.
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Theorem 5.9 Let f be concave and increasing on [a; b] with a zero r 2 (a; b).
Then iterating the splitting sec
f
: P
C
[a; r]! P
C
[a; r] given by
sec
f
[x; y] =

y; y  
f(y)
df [x; y]

is an algorithm for calcuating r. That is,
G
n0
sec
n
f
(x) = [r];
for any x 2 P
C
[a; r].
Proof. First, sec
f
is a splitting on P
C
[a; r]: Given any x = [x; y] 2 P
C
[a; r],
sec
f
(x) = [y; y   f(y)=f
0
(c)];
for some c 2 x; using the denition of df on total reals, and the mean value
theorem in the case of partial reals. This makes it clear that sec
f
is a splitting
assuming that sec
f
(x) is an element of P
C
[a; r]:
Applying the mean value theorem to f(r)  f(y) =  f(y) gives c

2 [y; r]
such that
y  
f(y)
f
0
(c)
= y + f
0
(c

)
(r   y)
f
0
(c)
 y + 1  (r   y) = r;
where we use that f
0
decreases and c  c

: Thus, sec
f
(x) 2 P
C
[a; r]:
Now we examine its measure. Let (x
n
) be an increasing sequence in P
C
[a; r]
with supremum [x
1
; y
1
]: Then we have
 sec
f
(
G
x
n
)=[y
1
; y
1
  f(y
1
)=f
0
(c
1
)]
= lim
n!1
[y
n
; y
n
  f(y
n
)=f
0
(c
n
)]
= lim
n!1
 sec
f
(x
n
)
where c
n
2 x
n
and c
1
2 [x
1
; y
1
]: Notice that we always have f
0
(c
n
)! f
0
(c
1
)
even though the sequence (c
n
) may itself have no limit.
Then Theorem 3.5 applies, and as x(sec
f
) = f[r]g, the claim is proved.2
For a total real [x]; we have sec
f
[x] = [x; x f(x)=f
0
(x)]; which says that the
secant method arises as the extension of a reversible formulation of Newton's
method from the set of total reals to the set of all partial real numbers.
An interesting consequence here is that if we are able to compute the value
of f
0
at just one x 2 [a; r), then the problem of generating two initial guesses
for the secant method is eliminated: Given such an [x], we are then assured
that we have enough information to calculate the partial real sec
f
[x], and from
there, Theorem 5.9 ensures that the iterates sec
n
f
[x] converge to the zero [r].
Finally, just as before, its rate of convergence can be determined using the
informatic derivative.
Theorem 5.10 For the secant method sec
f
, we have d(sec
f
)[r] = 0:
9
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Proof. Let x = [x; y] v [r] with x > 0: Then by the mean value theorem
and the triangle inequality,
0 
 sec
f
(x)
x

2(r   y)
r   x + r   y
+
jf(y)j
f
0
(c)(r   x+ r   y)
;
where c 2 x: But since r  x+ r  y  2(r  y) and r  x+ r  y  r  y, the
expression on the right is bounded by
2(r   y)
2(r   y)
+
jf(y)j
f
0
(c)(r   y)
= 1 
jf(y)  f(r)j
f
0
(c)(y   r)
:
As x! [r] in the  topology, we have x; y ! r and c! r: Hence,
0  lim
x![r]
 sec
f
(x)
x
 lim
c;y!r

1 
jf(y)  f(r)j
f
0
(c)(y   r)

= 1  1 = 0;
nishing the proof. 2
Thus, the convergence of the secant method is superlinear, in complete
agreement with numerical analysis. This is an achievement for the present
formalism. The function sec
f
does not correspond to iterating a classical real
valued function, and the informatic derivative is not a classical derivative: The
formula in Example 5.8 takes two real numbers as input, but returns only one
as output.
6 The powerdomain I[0; 1]
We close by pointing out that any method represented on the interval do-
main [6] is also included in the present view of things. Indeed, instead of
considering lenses in the Egli-Milner order, as we did with the convex power-
domain, one can order them under reverse inclusion. In doing so, a powerdo-
main construction is obtained that when applied to [0; 1] yields the interval
domain I[0; 1].
Denition 6.1 The interval powerdomain P
I
(D) of a compact domain D is
the set of lenses ordered by reverse inclusion.
A proof of the following appears in [8] and in [2].
Theorem 6.2 If D is a compact domain, then P
I
(D) is a compact domain.
Example 6.3 Let D = [0; 1] be the unit interval in its usual order. Then
P
I
[0; 1] = f[a; b] : 0  a  b  1g
where
[a; b] v [c; d], [c; d]  [a; b]:
This domain is denoted by I[0; 1] and measured as [a; b] = b  a:
What the interval powerdomain models are the bracketing methods. These
methods simultaneously calculate both a lower and an upper bound of a zero.
In doing so, one of their primary advantages is that the current approximation
10
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can always be used to determine how close one is to obtaining the desired
accuracy. Here is the canonical example of a bracketing method.
Example 6.4 The Bisection Method. To a continuous map f : [a; b] ! R,
we may assign the partial splitting
split
f
: I[a; b]! I[a; b]
split
f
(x) =
8
<
:
left(x) if left(x) 2 C(f);
right(x) otherwise;
whose domain is dom(split
f
) = C(f) = f[x; y] 2 IR : f(x)  f(y)  0g, where
left[x; y] = [x; (x + y)=2] and right[x; y] = [(x + y)=2; y].
Its measure  split
f
= =2 is continuous so Theorem 3.5 applies to give
G
n0
split
n
f
(x) 2 x(split
f
):
But x(split
f
) = f[r] : f(r) = 0g, which shows that it provides a scheme for
zero nding. Finally, at any [r] 2 x(split
f
), its rate of convergence is given
by
d(split
f
)[r] = 1=2:
Notice that this method, like the secant method, does not correspond to clas-
sical iteration of a map on the real line and that its informatic derivative is
not a classical derivative.
7 Closing
There is a question about the secant method sec
f
which may have occured to
the reader: Is sec
f
monotone? Well, to say that sec
f
is monotone means that
sec
f
(x) v sec
f
(y) whenever x v y: Because x and y can each be either partial
or total, there are four cases we have to consider { a lot of needless work in
view of Theorem 3.5. From this we see that not only are there nonmonotonic
situations like split
f
in which Theorem 3.5 can grant the existence of xed
points, there are also situations where Theorem 3.5 can make the entire con-
cept of monotonicity irrelevant { we close this paper having absolutely no idea
whether or not sec
f
is monotone (and no desire to do the math required to
nd out).
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